Amazing 5th Cooking (and Awesome Eating!) Classes Starting At Coonley!

Thursday: 3:30-4:30pm
10 Classes: Thu 1/10—Fri 2/28 and Sat 3/23 and 4/27

Classes: 1:30-2:30pm
10 Classes: Thu 1/10—Thu 3/21 and Fri 3/22 and 4/25

Young Sticky Fingers Cooking Chefs Are In The News!

Or yummy Indian, Swedish or Columbian food? Guess what? Your kids can have a blast

Scroll Down For A Sneak Peek At Some of THE AMAZING RECIPES The Kids Will Be Cooking-Up!

10 safe cooking skills and hygiene, jokes, geography, math skills and food history

and excitement as they combine the love of cooking with nutritional information,

Our fun, engaging and creative chef instructors mix together a sense of fun

loved the first class! As a picky eater I assumed she'd create but not eat,

arepas with avocado salsa, and went from very picky eaters to young chefs who were

"Sticky Fingers was a life changing experience for me and my sons. In just one Sticky

Classes: Starting At

Thank you for making our class the best place to learn the art of delicious, healthy family cooking.

CULTIVATING 'COOKING UP' SOME TASTY RECIPES CREATED WITH LOVE, NUTRITION AND love. You.

Classes: 3:30-4:30pm
10 Classes: Thu 1/10—Fri 2/28 and Sat 3/23 and 4/27

Classes: 1:30-2:30pm
10 Classes: Thu 1/10—Thu 3/21 and Fri 3/22 and 4/25

Check Out What The Amazing Young Chefs Are Saying:

If they make it—they really want to taste it!

For more info, visit us online at

"I can't believe they made that!
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